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ABSTRACT

Review text is a text result from analysis to various things, audiovisual is a learning media that connect vision and hearing. Therefore writer interested in doing research about "learning identifies the review text information about the quality of local artwork by using audiovisual media in grade VIII SMP PASUNDAN 3 BANDUNG school year 2017/2018." The problem formulation that the writer asks is 1). Writer have plan to implement and shine learning identifies the review text information about artwork by using audiovisual on the student. 2) the students of class VIII SMP 3 Pasundan Bandung identify the text information about the local artworks ?, 3) Effective audiovisual media used in learning to identify the text information about local artworks on students class VIII SMP 3 Pasundan Bandung ?. This study aims to determine the ability of authors, the ability of learners, and the accuracy of audiovisual media in the Learning Identify Text Information Reviews About the Quality of Regional Artwork Using Audiovisual Media In Class VIII Students SMP Pasundan 3 Bandung Lesson Year 2017/2018. Research media that writer use is experimental method with observation research, literature review, test, test, and data analysis. The results of his research as follows. 1) The author is able to plan, implement, and assess the learning of identifying the review text information about the quality of local artwork by using audiovisual media in class VIII SMP Pasundan 3 Bandung. This is evident from the results of 3.6 planning and 3.63 implementation. 2) Grade VIII students of SMP Pasundan 3 Bandung academic year 2017/2018 able to identify the text information about the quality of the local artworks correctly. This is evident from the average pretest value of 56.68, and the average postes value is 75.48. So, there is an increase of 18.6 or equal to 75.2%. 3) Audiovisual media is effectively used in learning to identify the review text information about the quality of local artwork in Grade VIII SMP Pasundan 3 Bandung. This is evident from the results of statistical calculations with the result of $4.1 > 2.34$ ie at 95% confidence level, and $d.b$ for 24. Based on these facts, the authors concluded that all the authors formulated in this study succeeded.
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